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Secondary Literacy Partnership
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Agenda

• Association of California School
Administrators
• California Department of Education
• California Teachers Association
• Center for Advancement of Reading, CSU
• California Comprehensive Center at
WestEd

1. Share information about the structure and
content of the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS) and the appendices.
2. Look closely at the CCSS and the
instructional shifts that will be required to
successfully support student attainment of
the standards.
3. Provide structure for ongoing collegial
discussions and planning around CCSS
implementation.
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Section One: Overview of the
Standards

Format
Section 1 – Overview of Standards
Section 2 - Appendix A
Section 3 - Appendix B
Section 4 - Appendix C
Section 5 - Next Steps
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Quick Poll: Standards

Anchor Standards
• The CCSS for English-Language Arts and Literacy
in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical
Subjects are organized around the College and
Career Readiness (CCR) Standards for Reading,
Writing, and Speaking and Listening.

• Have you downloaded & previewed the
anchor standards ?

• Each strand is headed by a set of CCR Anchor
Standards that is identical across all grades and
content areas.
• The anchor standards lend coherence to the
document both across the content areas and
across the grades.
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Group or PLC Discussion
Follow-up Activity:
Anchor Standards
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Balanced Representation of Literary
and Informational Text
• Kindergarten through grade 5

Analyze how two or more texts address
similar themes or topics in order to build
knowledge or to compare the approaches the
authors take. (R.9)

– 10 Reading standards for literature
– 10 Reading standards for informational text
– Writing standards that explicitly call for
opinion pieces, narratives, and informative/
explanatory texts

• Grades 6-12
1. Trace the progression of standard 9 for Reading Literature from
kindergarten through grade 12 (pages 1, 2, 19, and 20).
2. Then trace the progression of standard 9 for Reading Informational
Text (pages 3, 4, 21, and 22) or review grade 6-12 standards for
reading in history/social studies (page 35) and reading in science
and technical subjects (page 36).

– 10 Reading standards for literature
– 10 Reading standards for informational text
– Writing standards that explicitly call for
arguments, narratives, and informative/
explanatory texts
– An additional set of standards for reading and
writing in history/social studies, science and
technical subjects
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Informational Text
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Informational Text
• Includes the subgenres of exposition,
argument, and functional text in the form of
personal essays, speeches, opinion pieces,
essays about art or literature, biographies,
memoirs, journalism, and historical, scientific,
technical, or economic accounts (including
digital sources) written for a broad audience
Source: page 33 of the CCSS for ELA and Literacy in History/ Social Studies, Science, and
Technical Subjects
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Literacy in History/Social Studies,
Science, and Technical Subjects:
Grades 6-12

Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science,
and Technical Subjects: Grades 6-12
• Set the expectation that students will read and write in nonELA classrooms
• Set the expectation that students will develop
informational/technical writing skills
• Provide an acknowledgement of unique text structures
found in informational text
• Maintain the focus on discipline-specific vocabulary
• Maintain the focus on critical analysis and evidence across
the curriculum
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Critical Analysis/Use of Evidence
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Critical Analysis/Use of Evidence
• Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text,
distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons and
evidence from claims that are not. (6.RI.8)
• Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims,
evaluating the soundness of the reasoning and relevance and
sufficiency of the evidence and identifying when irrelevant
evidence is introduced. (8.SL.3)
• Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly and thoroughly,
supplying the most relevant data and evidence for each while
pointing out the strengths and limitations of both claim(s) and
counterclaims in a discipline-appropriate form that anticipates
the audience’s knowledge level, concerns, values, and
possible biases. (11-12.WHST.1.b)
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Increased Student Collaboration
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Increased Student Collaboration
• Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and
publish writing and link to and cite sources as well as to
interact and collaborate with others, including linking to
and citing sources. (7.W.6)
• Initiate and participate effectively in a range of
collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 9-10 topics,
texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and
expressing their own clearly and persuasively.
(9-10.SL.1)
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Vocabulary Acquisition and Use

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
• Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general
academic and domain-specific words and phrases; gather
vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase
important to comprehension or expression. (6-8.L.6)
• Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to
inform about or explain the topic. (7.W.2.d)
• Determine the meaning of word and phrase as they are
used in the text, including figurative and connotative
meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word
choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the language
evokes a sense of time and place; how it sets a formal or
informal tone). (9-10.RL.4)
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Increased Use of Multimedia
and Technology
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Increased Use of Multimedia
and Technology
• Compare and contrast a written story, drama, or poem to
its audio, filmed, staged, or multimedia version, analyzing
the effects of techniques unique to each medium (e.g.,
lighting, sound, color, or camera focus and angles in a
film). (7.RL.7)
• Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information
presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., quantitative
data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or
solve a problem. (11-12.RST.7)
• Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual,
graphical, audio, visual, and interactive elements) in
presentations to enhance understanding of findings,
reasoning, and evidence and to add interest.
(11-12.SL.5)
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Quick Poll: CCSS Implementation

Common Core Shifts for ELA/Literacy

• Building knowledge through
content-rich nonfiction
• Reading, writing and speaking
grounded in evidence from text,
both literary and informational
• Regular practice with complex text
and its academic language

At what level is your school/district/
community in the implementation to the
Common Core State Standards?
Awareness
Transition
Implementation

Source: http://www.achievethecore.org/steal-these-tools
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Quick Poll: Appendix A

Section 2: Appendix A
(Critical information: concepts, bibliographies & glossaries)

• Have you downloaded, printed &
previewed Appendix A?
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Appendix A

Appendix A
Use the chat area to tell us what
you already know about Appendix A.

Research Supporting Key Elements of the ELA
Standards Including:
•
•
•
•
•

Complexity of Texts
Foundational Skills
Writing
Speaking and Listening
Language

Glossary of Key Terms
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Poll: Background Knowledge
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Activity: Appendix A
• Read the sections on page 3 in
Appendix A titled: K-12 Schooling:
Declining Complexity of Texts and a
Lack of Reading of Complex Texts
Independently.

How do you place your or your
team’s experience in assessing
text complexity?

Just starting

Quickwrite:
• Briefly share how you are using
anthologies and content-area
textbooks.

Experienced
Very experienced.
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Appendix A
Activity One

Activity Time

1. Handout Shared via File Transfer
2. Document shared on screen (page 3)

Click on Chat: use the chat to share
comments, give feedback or ask questions
Briefly share how you are using anthologies
and content-area textbooks
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Text Complexity

Multiple Choice Poll

Measuring Text Complexity: Three Factors

What percentage of students in
your classroom or school district
currently read at the appropriate
level of text complexity?






Less than 20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
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Appendix A
Activity Two

Activity: Appendix A:
Text Complexity
• Read the Appendix A Section on page 4:
A Three-Part Model for Measuring Text
Complexity.

1. Handout Shared via File Transfer
2. Document shared on screen (page 4)

Quickwrite:

Click on Chat: use the chat to share
comments, give feedback or ask questions

Share one question that you still have after
reading the section.

Share one question that you still have after
reading the section.
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Activity Time

Group or PLC Discussion
Follow-up Activity
• Brainstorm 3 strategies that would increase
the ability of all students to read and
understand grade level text in all/your
content areas.
• Come to consensus regarding one strategy
your district, school, or group would like to
implement across the content areas to
increase the abilities of students to read
more complex text.
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Text Complexity:
Additional Resources
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Vocabulary

Student Achievement Partners has made available a
set of resources regarding text complexity. See:

Quickwrite Activity
How do you currently teach vocabulary?

http://www.achievethecore.org/steal-these-tools/text-complexity

The Council of Chief State School Officers sponsored
a webinar on text complexity which is archived at

http://www.ccsso.org/Resources/Digital_Resources/
The_Common_Core_State_Standards_Supporting_Districts_and_T
eachers_with_Text_Complexity.html

Can you name one specific activity you use?

Educore, a new CCSS site managed by ASCD, offers
another archived webinar on text complexity at
http://educore.ascd.org/Resource/Content/00d63981-1a06-4ab0a959-b4deadbb2c6c
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Group or PLC Discussion
Follow-up Activities
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Section 3 – Appendix B
(Sample reading text and performance tasks)

• Read Appendix A, page 33, Three
Tiers of Words
• Share how teachers at your site or
district collaborate to incorporate Tier
Two vocabulary instruction into
content areas.
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Quick Poll: Appendix B

Text-Based Instruction

• Do you have on hand Appendix B for your
grade level?

“…work in reading and writing (as well as
speaking and listening) must center on the text.”
“…developing students’ prowess at drawing
knowledge from the text itself is the point of
teaching; teaching is not a substitute for the
text.”

• Grades 6-8 pages 77-100
• Grades 9-10 pages 101-139
• Grades 11-12 pages 140-183

Source: Draft Publisher’s Criteria for the Common Core State
Standards in ELA & Literacy, Grades 4-12
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Activity: Appendix B:
Text Exemplars

Appendix B: Text Exemplars
• Includes examples by grade level with sample
performance tasks

Locate, flag, and review the text
exemplars for your content area in your
grade span’s section of Appendix B
Follow-up Activities

• Stories, poetry, drama, and informational text
• Gives teachers an idea of achievement
expectations for each grade level

• Identify exemplars in Appendix B that you are
already using in your classroom

• Includes examples for History/Social Studies,
Science, and Technical Subjects

• Identify additional exemplars that you can
incorporate into your teaching
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Appendix B
Activity One
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Timer

1. Document shared on
screen (Pages 8-13)
Click on Chat: use the chat to share
comments, give feedback or ask questions
Identify exemplars and share in the chat
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Text Dependent
Questions and Tasks

Text-Dependent Questions: Activity B 2
David Coleman, a contributing
author to the CCSS, models a
close reading of Martin Luther
King’s “Letter from Birmingham
Jail.”

• Can be addressed only through careful
scrutiny of the text and do not rely on
outside information
• Students draw evidence from the text and
explain the evidence (orally and in writing)
• Students demonstrate understanding of
what is read before engaging opinions,
evaluations, or interpretations

EngageNY’s video of instruction
using Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s
“Letter from Birmingham Jail”
From
http://engageny.org/resource/
common-core-video-series/
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Video Protocol
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QuickWrite
• What is your initial response to David
Coleman's remarks? Type a few words
into the chat.

• Watch the video in the main area (3 min.)
– Plan B: Listen to the audio if you have problems
viewing

• Reflection question following the video
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Appendix B
Activity Two

Activity 2: Appendix B:
Sample Tasks
Locate and review the sample tasks for
your content area in your grade span’s
section of Appendix B

1. Sample task shared on screen
(grades 9-10) page 138
Click on Chat: use the chat to share
comments, give feedback or ask questions

• Optional Quick Share: Find an example of a
task relevant to your discipline and type it in
the chat.

Find an example of a task relevant to your
discipline and type it in the chat.
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Timer

Multiple Choice Poll
In general, what percentage of questions
and tasks currently assigned in your
classroom is text-based?
•
•
•
•
•

Less than 20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
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Section 4: Appendix C

Group or PLC Discussion
Follow-up Question

(Sample Student Writing)

How might you work with your
colleagues to ensure that students
engage with questions and tasks that
are primarily text-based both within
your discipline and across other
disciplines?
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Appendix C: Writing Standards

Quick Poll: Appendix C

“The Common Core Standards require
students to show that they can analyze and
synthesize sources and present careful
analysis, well defended claims and clear
information.”

• Have you downloaded & previewed
Appendix C?

“…the writing standards…require students to
draw evidence from a text or texts to support
analysis, reflection or research.”
Source: Draft Publisher’s Criteria for the Common
Core State Standards in ELA & Literacy, Grades 4-12
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Writing Arguments in Content Areas
“In history/social studies, students analyze
evidence from multiple primary and secondary
sources to advance a claim that is best supported
by the evidence, and they argue for a historically
or empirically situated interpretation.”

Quickwrite
What structures do you have in
place to review and improve
student writing in your school or
district?

“In science, students make claims in the form of
statements or conclusions that answer questions
or address problems. Using data in a scientifically
acceptable form, students marshal evidence and
draw on their understanding of scientific concepts
to argue in support of their claims.”
Source: Standards for English Language Arts &
Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and
Technical Subjects Appendix A: Research Supporting
Key Elements of the Standards
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Appendix C:
Samples of Student Writing
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Group or PLC Discussion
Follow-up Activity
• Independently or as a group, choose one of
the Written Responses from Appendix C and
read it without reading the annotation that
follows.
• Write your own analysis of the writing or
discuss with your group.
• Read the analysis in Appendix C and think
about and discuss how the writing of your
students compares.

Look at Appendix C, samples of student
writing for each grade level with annotation
describing what the writer did well.
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Section 5: Resources & Next Steps
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Web Tour: CDE Resources
Going Live at http://www.cde.ca.gov/re/cc/
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Post-Webinar
Reflection/Discussion/Connection

Many resources are available on
the CDE CCSS Web page

http://www.cde.ca.gov/re/cc/
Subscribe:
join-commoncore@mlist.cde.ca.gov
subscribe-sbac@mlist.cde.ca.gov
http://www.myboe.org/go/groups/SLP
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Summary of Webinar
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Quickwrite: Final Thoughts

• We reviewed the structure and content of the new
CCSS and Appendices A, B &C.

Given what you have learned today about the
CCSS and appendices, what will be your first
step or next step in transitioning to the CCSS?

• We looked closely at CCSS and the instructional
shifts required to successfully support student
attainment of the standards.
• We provided some structure for ongoing collegial
discussions and planning around standards
implementation.
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Final Thoughts:
Transitions at your Sites
• The best professional learning
happens onsite and depends on
teachers of different disciplines and
grade levels working together and
sharing ideas and practices.
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Transitions
• Transitioning to the CCSS will mean a change in
instructional practice for everyone.
• Work with your Teams or PLCs and question
each other about how and why you do things in
your classrooms and what the results are in
terms of student learning.

• The context and setting are important
variables when change is happening.
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• Join the Secondary Literacy Community at BOE
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Web Tour
Save the Date

Dates for the Series
All webinars will be archived and available for
viewing at future dates.
• November 7, 2012: An Introduction to the Common
Core Reading Standard 1 and its relationship to
Writing Standard 1.
• December 5, 2012: Text Complexity in Reading and
Writing
• February 13, 2013: Collaborative Conversations,
Speaking and Listening in Secondary Classrooms

http://www.myboe.org/go/groups/SLP
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Contact Information
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Thank You

Barbara Murchison
Common Core Systems Implementation Office
bmurchison@cde.ca.gov
916-319-0440
Carrie Roberts
Literacy, History, and Arts Leadership Office
croberts@cde.ca.gov
916-319-0587
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Next Steps
Feedback Survey
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/slpone

Archive Information:
http://www.schoolsmovingup.net/webinars/sls

Secondary Literacy Partnership Common
Core Series Community:
http://www.myboe.org/go/groups/SLP
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